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A major issue for the implementation of large
scale superconducting quantum circuits is the in-
teraction with interfacial two-level system defects
(TLS) that leads to qubit relaxation and impedes
qubit operation in certain frequency ranges that
also drift in time. Another major challenge comes
from non-equilibrium quasiparticles (QPs) that
result in qubit dephasing and relaxation. In
this work we show that such QPs can also serve
as a source of TLS. Using spectral and tempo-
ral mapping of TLS-induced fluctuations in fre-
quency tunable resonators, we identify a subset
of the general TLS population that are highly co-
herent TLS with a low reconfiguration temper-
ature ∼ 300 mK, and a non-uniform density of
states. These properties can be understood if
these TLS are formed by QPs trapped in shal-
low subgap states formed by spatial fluctutations
of the superconducting order parameter ∆. Mag-
netic field measurements of one such TLS reveals
a link to superconductivity. Our results imply
that trapped QPs can induce qubit relaxation.
It is becoming increasingly evident that the most co-
herence limiting TLS reside outside the qubit junctions
on the surface of metals and dielectrics surrounding them
[1–5] and their slowly fluctuating dynamics poses a sig-
nificant challenge for quantum computation [1, 5–8]. A
wide range of techniques has been developed to study
and mitigate such TLS, by developing qubits and res-
onators into probes of a wider range of material prop-
erties [2, 5, 9–15]. However, charged surface TLS and
paramagnetic impurities also result in a stochastic and
locally varying backdrop for QPs in the superconductor
itself. It is thus important to consider the implications
on the ever-present excess number of non-equilibrium
QPs in superconducting quantum devices [16–18] which
must be eliminated in order to increase qubit dephasing
times. It is also likely that trapped QPs are responsible
for the non-equilibrium relaxation of transmons recently
observed [16]. Non-equlibrium QPs can be generated by
electromagnetic radiation [19] and from rare high energy
cosmic particles impinging the sample, the latter induc-
ing correlated errors in all qubits of a surface code archi-
tecture [20].
Here we reveal the implications of a spatially fluctu-
ating ∆ on such QPs. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy
studies typically find spatial variations in ∆ of the order
of δ∆ = 10 − 20% in moderately disordered supercon-
ductors [21–23]. δ∆ gets smaller in very clean supercon-
ductors, however, even in exceptionally clean films with
negligible intrinsic magnetic disorder an everpresent sur-
face spin density of the order of ∼ 5 ·1017 m−2 [2, 24, 25]
results in both flux noise [2, 25–29] and spatially non-
uniform gap suppression [24]. In thin films the gap is
also non-uniformely suppressed by the Altshuler-Aronov
effect due to impurity scattering [21, 30], as well as thick-
ness variations [31], particularly relevant for Al [32]. The
clean, low resistance NbN films that we chose to study in
this work are characterized by a low carrier density [33].
In such materials it is very likely that the DOS varies
significantly, resulting in gap variations.
Crucially, we find that the optimal fluctuation able to
trap a QP only has a few bound states. As a result a
trapped QP behaves similar to ‘textbook’ TLS, as shown
in Fig. 1. We hereafter refer to this type of quasiparti-
cle TLS as ‘qTLS’, which coexist with a large number of
conventional glassy TLS. The spatial extent of the gap
fluctuation sets the frequency of the qTLS, which means
that the density of states (DOS) of these objects is very
non-uniform (in contrast to conventional TLS in glasses).
We predict a maximum in the qTLS DOS around 6-10
GHz, the frequency range of most qubits (transmons).
Relatively shallow traps also imply that even a modest
temperature can reshuffle the QPs. We expect the un-
derlying qualitative physics of charge defects formed by
trapped QPs to be applicable to most materials, includ-
ing superconductors in the dirty limit, such as Al used
for qubits, but the relevant frequency ranges may differ
somewhat due to different material parameters.
This model is supported by a series of experimental
observations from detailed mapping of parameter fluctu-
ations in high-Q frequency tunable superconducting NbN
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2FIG. 1. qTLS formation. a) Illustration of typical fluctuations of the order parameter ∆ and the formation of wells with multiple
bound states in which quasiparticles can be trapped, effectively forming a TLS (‘qTLS’). The scale of the trap determines the
qTLS frequency and escape rate. b) qTLS are separated by large distances compared to length-scales at which fluctuations in
∆ occur, fluctuations which may originate from impurity scattering or surface spins. Importantly the qTLS are separated in
distance from the superconductor oxide surface where conventional TLS defects, adsorbants etc. reside, and form the usual
bath of TLS. c) Numerically evaluated typical elongated fluctuation of the order parameter capable of hosting multiple bound
states for quasiparticles, forming a qTLS. Here ξ˜ =
√
∆0/Eξ0, the scaling assumes (kF ξ0)
−1 = 0.14, ∆0/E = 40, appropriate
for our NbN samples.
resonators [34]. Such resonators allow us to map individ-
ual TLS in energy and trace them in a broad range of
external parameters, such as magnetic or electric field
[5]. Through analysis of a large number of individual
TLS we find: (i) most qTLS are highly coherent, some
with detected linewidths down to. 70 kHz, the resonator
linewidth. (ii) The qTLS landscape irreversibly reshuf-
fles at very modest temperatures of ∼ 300 mK, (iii) The
qTLS DOS appears strongly suppressed at lower frequen-
cies. And (iv) tracking a qTLS in magnetic field reveals a
qTLS energy that scale in a way similar to the expected
scaling of ∆. In particular, the presence of a low energy
scale . 1K, is inconsistent with conventional TLS theory
in which all scales are set by chemical energies [35]. The
low energy scale is instead natural for TLS formed by
QPs trapped in regions of locally smaller gap. We start
by outlining the main features of the model that explains
these observations.
RESULTS
To understand the emergence of qTLS from a fluctuat-
ing ∆ = ∆0 +δ∆(r) we consider a general model that as-
sumes gaussian fluctuations of the gap, 〈δ∆(r)δ∆(r′)〉 =
gδ(r− r′), where g ' δ∆∆0ξ20 is the strength of fluctua-
tions, and ξ0 the BCS coherence length. The exact origin
of these fluctuations is not relevant for the conclusions.
The density of subgap states is determined by rare fluc-
tuations of the gap that reduce the QP energy sufficiently
below the gap edge in a uniform material. The key point
is that such fluctuations can create traps with a shape
and depth that allow them to effectively trap QPs. As
the QPs near the gap edge move with momenta close to
the Fermi momentum pF , it follows that trapped QPs
will have similar momenta, which can point in an arbi-
trary direction. This freedom results in the optimal trap
being very anisotropic, with a shape elongated along the
direction of pF . In Fig. 1c we show the typical shape of
such a trap obtained through numerical simulations. In
general, the probability to find a fluctuation of depth E
scales exponentially with the area A of the fluctuation,
P ∼ exp (−E2A). Efficient traps thus have small area,
however, a too small dimension along the direction of pF
will forbid the formation of a bound state due to the large
kinetic energy of the QP. Therefore optimal traps do not
favor isotropic fluctuations. The wave function of the QP
oscillates quickly along the direction of pF . The ground
and excited states in the trap differ in the number of os-
cillations: since the total number of oscillations is large
it is not surprising that each trap typically contains more
than one bound state.
Due to the presence of excited bound states, a QP in
such a trap forms an effective TLS with typical energy
splitting ~ωqTLS = ζ
∣∣∣E˜∣∣∣ where E˜ is the energy of the
trapped QP as measured from the gap edge and ζ ≈ 0.7 is
found from theory [36]. One consequence of these traps is
that, in contrast to conventional TLS, the DOS of qTLS
is not constant. A large ωqTLS implies very deep traps
that are exponentially rare. We find the density
ρqTLS(ω) ' ν(E˜) = 1
ξ20∆0
exp
[
−η
g
ξ20∆
2
0√
kF ξ0
(
~ω
ζ∆0
)5/4]
,
(1)
where η ≈ 10. Likewise, small ωqTLS are suppressed
since QPs in shallow traps anihilate each other efficiently,
3FIG. 2. Spectral & temporal fluctuations of the internal quality factor and spectral reconfiguration of TLS. (a) Initial measure-
ment taken at 10 mK and 〈n〉 ≈ 40. For each pixel the resonator line-shape is measured and fitted to extract the internal quality
factor Qi. The measurement is repeated as the resonator is tuned in frequency (the typical frequency resolution is ≈ 50 kHz),
this measurement vs detuning is then repeated over time. The color scale shows the normalised variation δQi = (Qi−〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉.
(b) same measurement performed after (a) with the temperature set to 300 mK. (c) the same measurement was repeated again
after returning to 10 mK. The red arrows indicate a broad TLS jumping into the measurement window. Dashed boxes indicates
two strong TLS. For repeated experiments see [36]. d) The time-averaged data from panels (a)-(c) respectively.
leading to
ρqTLS(ω) ≤ ν0(E˜) =
√
2kF ξ0
ξ20∆0[ln(τexp∆0/~)]2
(
~ω
ζ∆0
)3/4
,
(2)
in the absence of QP generation. Here τexp is an experi-
mental timescale.
Due to the spatial asymmetry, the transition between
the lowest and first excited state in each trap is expected
to have a significant electric dipole moment, resulting in a
strong interaction with quantum devices. In this picture
the TLS is formed in a single well, in contrast to the more
conventional double-well picture.
In similar films δ∆ constitute 10% of the total gap [21–
23], which gives in our devices δ∆ ≈ 2.5 K. At T = 10
mK tunneling out of such a local minima is exponen-
tially suppressed, however, at temperatures approaching
fractions of δ∆ there is a finite probability that the QP
escapes and either finds another minima or recombines,
resulting in a typical escape temperature of the order of
200 − 300 mK; each event resulting in a different TLS
landscape.
The unusual shape of the traps and the presence of
multiple bound states in each trap distinguish clean su-
perconductors from the dirty limit [37–39]. In the latter
a QP is scattered many times by defects while moving in
a particular direction inside the trap, making the forma-
tion of elongated traps impossible. The physics of qTLS
traps is similar to the well studied phenomena of the
appearance of states with negative energy in disordered
conductors [40, 41], with two important differences: elec-
trons at the bottom of the band in a disordered conductor
have much smaller momenta, and the wave functions do
not have zeros.
We now turn to the experimental work where our ob-
servations can be explained by this model. To be able to
study individual TLS and spectral and temporal fluctu-
ations of superconducting resonator parameters we use
kinetic inductance tunable superconducting resonators
with centre frequencies f0 in the range 3-7 GHz, de-
scribed in detail in Ref. [34]. The resonators are cooled
down to a base temperature of 10 mK in a well filtered
dilution refrigerator. A small dc current (< 1 mA) is
applied to change the kinetic inductance and tune f0.
We measure the transmitted microwave signal, S21, us-
ing a vector network analyser and extract the resonator
frequency and quality factors Q. In some of the exper-
iments we also utilise a gate electrode mounted in the
lid of the sample enclosure, such that we can affect
the TLS energy through the applied gate voltage Vg:
ETLS =
√
20 + γ
2V 2g [4, 5]. Here 0 is the TLS mini-
mum energy and γ the TLS voltage coupling strength.
In Fig. 2a we show the relative variation of the inter-
nal quality factor δQi = (Qi−〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉, as we tune the
resonator frequency. The measurement is continously re-
peated over several days to produce a spectral and tem-
poral map of the variations in loss. This reveals large
drops in δQi: at detunings of 3.5 and 14 MHz (from
6.995 GHz) TLS dips remain in the same place whereas
at other frequencies both switching-like behaviour and
drift can be observed. We then raise the temperature of
the cryostat to 300 mK and repeat the same measure-
ment (Fig. 2b), and return to 10 mK (Fig. 2c). We ob-
serve that a strong TLS remains stable over more than
60 hours in each individual measurement, but thermal
4FIG. 3. qTLS Properties. a) Histogram of extracted TLS linewidths (FWHM) obtained at 10 mK across a series of cooldowns
and different resonators in the frequency range 3-7 GHz. b) Expected scaling of the qTLS density of states (blue solid region)
bounded by ν(E˜) and ν0(E˜) (see text for details). Not to scale. c) Number of strongly coupled TLS as a function of frequency.
The data points are obtained by counting the number of TLS present in a spectral and temporal map. Data taken on two
different samples (circles and triangles) in seven separate cooldowns (different colors). Duplicate markers at the same frequency
are before/after thermal reconfiguration. Multiple markers from the same resonator have been offset somewhat in frequency
for better visibility. Error bars indicate miscounting the number of TLS by one, e.g. if one TLS happens to be present just
outside the measurement range. The solid line is the average of observations, bounded by the standard deviation. The inset
shows the same data plotted against the corresponding trap depth from ∆0. All data obtained at 10 mK and 〈N〉 < 100.
cycling to a mere 300 mK makes another TLS appear
at a different frequency. This is quite remarkable as the
temperature is increased to a value smaller than the en-
ergy level splitting of the TLS itself (7 GHz ≈ 350 mK),
and certainly not expected from conventional TLS-glass
physics in which all scales are set by chemical energies
[35]. Separate high power measurements show that these
dips are saturable, and not caused by e.g. local varia-
tions in background transmission. We have repeated the
same experiment but visiting multiple temperatures on
the way to 300 mK (see [36] for additional data) which
confirms that reconfiguration only happens near 300 mK.
Occasionally we observe very dissipative TLS with
linewidths in excess of several MHz in our measurement
window (red arrow in Fig. 2c). Here we concentrate
instead on the much more coherent TLS that we con-
sistently observe, the narrowest with line-widths down
to ∼ 70 kHz [36], limited by the readout resonator line-
width. In Fig. 3a we show the histogram of linewidths
of the observed TLS, which peaks at values correspond-
ing to coherence times in excess of several microseconds,
much longer than what has been reported for individually
resolved TLS in qubits [5, 14]. The energy leakage caused
by such highly coherent TLS could pose a significant chal-
lenge for quantum error correction [42]. Naturally, qTLS
interact with conventional TLS and slow fluctuators that
result in parameter fluctuations.
We now turn to the qTLS DOS. Fig. 3b shows the
expected frequency dependence of the qTLS DOS, given
by the bounds of eq. (1) and (2). This is in good agree-
ment with the number of strongly coupled qTLS that
we observe in resonators with different f0, shown in Fig.
3c; data obtained across several cooldowns and devices.
A similar dependence was obtained by tuning the TLS
energy by an applied electrostatic field, see [36]. In con-
trast, for conventional non-interacting TLS in amorphous
materials we expect a DOS P (E) = const [35], while for
interacting TLS we expect a weak pseudogap given by
P (E) = Eµ [43, 44]. µ ≈ 0.2 is typically found ex-
perimentally [3, 9], which would for f0 = 3 − 6 GHz
only result in a ∼ 10% variation in the TLS DOS. As
expected, we find through the temperature dependent
shift of f0 which samples all TLS, including the more nu-
merous conventional glassy TLS, that the intrinsic loss
tangent fall within F tan δi = 0.7 ± 0.1 · 10−5, with no
observed dependence on f0 [36].
The data in Fig. 3b has not been scaled to the sur-
face area occupied by each resonator, which would yield
an even stronger non-linear dependence (A ∝ f0). If
we make the assumption that the observed qTLS uni-
formely occupy the surface of the superconductor we get
for f0 = 4.9 GHz an observed density of qTLS of 0.004
GHz−1 µm−2, or 1 GHz−1 per (∼ 3000ξ0)2. In our de-
vices the distance between electrodes is small, resulting in
significant electric fields away from the immediate vicin-
ity of metal edges. In fact, the maximum observed TLS
5FIG. 4. A single strongly coupled qTLS in magnetic field. a) Transmission spectrum of the resonator strongly coupled to a
qTLS at selected magnetic fields, as a function of applied electrostatic gate voltage, showing the coherent coupling of a single
qTLS to the resonator. b) The resonance frequency as a function of magnetic field (solid blue line) together with the fitted
qTLS minimum energy 0 (red markers). Other extracted parameters are qTLS-resonator coupling strength g0 = 270 kHz,
damping rate γqTLS = 200 KHz and γ = 10 MHz/V, consistent with p0 ≈ 1 eA˚ in our geometry.
coupling strengths of up to 100 − 200 kHz are obtained
for electric dipoles of size p0 ∼ 1 eA˚ (the expected scale
of a qTLS dipole moment [36] and commonly found also
for conventional TLS [5, 45]) across a significant part
of the device surface. Near metal edges we would ex-
pect coupling strengths well exceeding 1 MHz [36]. This
we do not observe, implying instead that the qTLS are
detected across most of the device surface. The above
density is much smaller than the total density of TLS
we extract from F tan δi. We find a surface density of
ρ∆,A ≈ 50 GHz−1 µm−2 of weakly coupled TLS which
are mainly responsible for the background loss and noise
[36] previously studied in detail [3, 9]. These conven-
tional TLS coexist with the qTLS and constitute the
much broader background of loss and fluctuations. How-
ever, since the qTLS are located at the metal surface
they interact weakly with the conventional glassy TLS
bath which is mainly situated some distance away, e.g.
in the oxide on the superconductor and adsorbants on
top, resulting in higher qTLS coherence.
Finally, to determine if there indeed is a link between
the qTLS and superconductivity we measure a strongly
coupled qTLS in an applied magnetic field B parallel to
the superconducting film, shown in Fig. 4a. As expected,
we observe a quadratic suppression of f0 owing to the ki-
netic inductance increasing as ∆ is suppressed. At the
same time we track the anti-crossing with the qTLS and
extract the minimum qTLS energy 0(B). As shown in
Fig. 4b 0 is also suppressed in magnetic field on a scale
comparable to the weak (few %) suppression of ∆. We
also note that the conventional TLS bath remains unaf-
fected up to moderate fields [46].
High-resolution spectral mapping of TLS in qubits has
only been performed in the range 5 − 6 GHz [1]. Below
3 GHz qubits in other studies were limited by other loss
mechanisms or statistics are insufficient [27, 47, 48]. Only
Ref. [49] hints at a lower TLS density in Al qubits below
' 3 GHz, suggesting that the mechanism responsible for
the formation of qTLS could indeed be quite common,
and motivating the need to explore lower frequencies.
The critical parameter for the DOS, the strength of fluc-
tuations g, is to the best of our knowledge not known for
thin Al films. However, it may even be enhanced due to
thickness fluctuations contributing to δ∆ [31, 32] and the
upper frequency for qTLS is bounded by a smaller ∆0.
We note that in the dirty limit the details of the theory
developed here is not strictly valid. However, the general
mechanism would still apply, but the optimal shape of
fluctuations is likely to be different.
We now turn to the implications that these qTLS states
have for a range of superconducting technologies and for
the coherence of qubits. A typical sample of ∼ 1 cm2
size is hit by a high energy cosmic ray once in every
∼ 10 s, creating a shower of phonons that quickly relax to
low frequencies where their relaxation time becomes long.
These phonons produce QPs well above ∆. Eventually
these QPs fall into the traps discussed here where they
remain essentially forever at low temperatures. Such lo-
calization of QPs prevents their recombination and equi-
libration. Those close to a qubit can result in its excita-
tion or relaxation, and hence the QP localization results
in a long period of qubit performance degradation. As
this degradation affects all qubits on a sample it becomes
a catastrophic event for quantum computation, a conclu-
sion supported by recent data on charge noise in qubits
[50] and by the studies of QP bursts in granular Al res-
onators [17] and kinetic inductance detectors [51].
Identifying and eliminating strongly coupled TLS is
crucially important for scaling-up of superconducting
quantum computing. All the mechanisms that lead to
gap fluctuations are difficult to control in thin films used
for resonators and qubits, but our results suggest these
must be carefully addressed in order to achieve this goal.
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9Derivation of the qTLS density of states
Even in very clean superconducting films the gap varies significantly on the scale of superconducting coherence
length, ξ0. For instance, in ultra clean NbN thin films spatial fluctuations of the order of ∼ 10% in ∆ have been
reported in [21]. These fluctuations can be caused by the inhomogeneous pair breaking by weak magnetic impurities
on the surface or by inhomogeneity of the density of states in these films, characterized by very low carrier density.
These fluctuations provide traps for quasiparticles with the energies below the average gap, ∆0. Below we compute
the density of quasiparticle states in these traps and their typical spectrum in each trap. We find the a typical trap
contains, apart from the ground state, a few localized excited states. We shall assume that gap fluctuations are much
smaller than the gap itself, δ∆  ∆, so that the states are formed at energy ∆ − E with E  ∆ which is the
experimentally relevant case.
Without the loss of generality we can assume that spatial fluctuations in ∆ are described by a white Gaussian noise
potential that is characterized by Gaussian statistics with auto-correlation function:
W (r− r′) = 〈δ∆(r)δ∆(r′)〉 = gδ(r− r′)
P (δ∆) = 1√
2pig
e−
1
2g
´
δ∆2dxdy,
(S1)
where δ(r) is the dirac delta function. As we show below, the relevant scale for the quasipartcle traps is much larger
than ξ0, justifying the δ-correlation. We now derive the density of subgap states, ν(E) and the shape of the optimal
fluctuation of the gap that produces them. We focus on the low energy tail. Throughout we use ~ = 1. The starting
point is the Bogoliubov de Gennes (BdG) equations:
H0un(r) + ∆(r)vn(r) = Enun(r)
−H0vn(r) + ∆∗(r)un(r) = Envn(r),
where r = xˆx + yˆy (we consider the 2D problem, generalization to 3D is straightforward). H0 =
1
2m (−i∇r)2 − EF ,
EF =
k2F
2m is the Fermi energy, ∆(r) = ∆0 + δ∆(r) and ξ0 =
vF
∆0
denotes the coherence length of the superconductor.
If we regard un(r) and vn(r) as the upper and lower components of a “spinor” ψn(r), we can write the effective
Hamiltonian acting on this spinor as a matrix: H = H0σz + ∆σx. In the limit H0  ∆, we can use perturbation
theory to reduce the Hamiltonian H to
H˜ = ∆ +H0
1
∆
H0.
The BdG equations then reduce to:
[
H20
∆0
+ δ∆(r)
]
vn = E˜nvn where E˜n = En −∆0 < 0 . (S2)
The BdG equations are valid on the atomic scale and therefore the spinor wave functions νn(r), which vary on the
length scale set by k−1F , contains more information than needed. It is convenient to eliminate these irrelevant degrees
of freedom by replacing the BdG equations by their quasiclassical limit. For this purpose one writes the spinor
wave function νn(r) as a rapidly oscillating phase factor (which changes on the atomic length scale) times a slowly
varying amplitude (which changes on a length scale set by the coherence length), i.e. vn(r) ≈ ϕn(x, y)eikF xˆ·r. In this
quasiclassical approximation, the quasiparticles are moving along trajectories that are straight lines. We then rewrite
the BdG equations neglecting higher derivatives in the x direction∣∣∣∣ ∇2xϕn(x, y)kF xˆ∇xϕn(x, y)
∣∣∣∣ ∼ (kF ξ0)−1  1.
We find that:
H0 ≈
[
−ivF ∂
∂x
− 1
2m
∂2
∂y2
]
, (S3)
and the BdG equations reduce to:
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{
1
∆0
[
−ivF ∂
∂x
− 1
2m
∂2
∂y2
]2
+ δ∆(r)
}
ϕn(x, y) = E˜nϕn(x, y). (S4)
After these simplifications, the problem becomes formally similar to the problem of finding the tail in the density of
states in disordered conductors [40, 41] or the density of subgap states due to gap variation in dirty superconductor
[37]. The important difference with these works is, however, the very anisotropic form of the kinetic energy in [37].
For the optimal fluctuation all the terms in Eq. S4 are of the same order. This implies that the optimal fluctuation
has the size:
x0 =
√
∆0
E˜n
ξ0
y0 =
1√
2
√
kF ξ0
4
√
∆0
E˜n
ξ0
(S5)
in x and y directions respectively. Notice that the scales of the two coordinates are different, i.e. x0  y0, resulting
in an optimal gap fluctuation with no spherical symmetry (see Fig. 1c in the main manuscript).
By using Eq. S1, we find that the probability to find the fluctuation δ∆ ∼ E˜ with spatial extend x0 and y0 scale
as: lnP (E˜) = − η′
2
√
2g
ξ20∆
2
0√
kF ξ0
(
E˜
∆0
)5/4
. For a 3D problem, similar reasoning gives: lnP (E˜) = − η′
2
√
2g
ξ20∆
2
0
kF ξ0
E˜
∆0
.
In order to find the exact value of the coefficient η′ = 2
√
2η ∼ O(1) we need to determine the optimal gap fluctuation
that dominates the density of states at energy E˜. We follow the derivation given in Ref. [40] of the mian text. By
introducing the adimensional coordinates:
x¯ = x−10 x
y¯ = y−10 y,
and the scaled wavefunction ϕ˜(x¯, y¯) =
√
g
E˜
ϕ(x¯, y¯), we find that Eq. S4 reads:
[
−i ∂
∂x¯
− ∂
2
∂y¯2
]2
ϕ˜(x¯, y¯)− ϕ˜3(x¯, y¯)− ϕ˜(x¯, y¯) = 0, (S6)
and the coefficient:
η′ =
ˆ
|ϕ˜(x¯, y¯)|4 dx¯dy¯. (S7)
The spectrum operator in Eq. S6 determines the presence (or absence) of excited bound states in the optimal gap
fluctuation. Eq. S6 is a fourth order non linear differential equation that we can solve numerically. The solution
ϕ˜(x¯, y¯) is illustrated in Fig. 1c in the main manuscript and it represents the optimal trap potential. To solve the non-
linear differential equation (S6) we proceed in the following way. The minimization of a generic quadratic functional
F (φ) with the constraint Λ(φ) defined by:
F =
ˆ
φ∗Mφdxdy Λ =
ˆ
|φ|4dxdy (S8)
is given by the solution of the Lagrange equation
Mφ+ λ|φ|2φ = 0 (S9)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier. The latter equation can be reduced to equation (S6) by the rescaling of the
function φ. Thus, minimizing the functional F (φ) with appropriate choice of the operator M and rescaling the result
we get the solution of equation (S6). The minimization procedure is numerically stable in contrast to the direct
solution of the non-linear equation (S6).
The non spherical symmetry is clearly seen and has important consequences for the estimates of the bound states in
the typical well. We find that in the optimal trap, beside the ground state E˜, there is a distintive excited bound state
at energy E˜(1− ζ) with ζ ≈ 0.7. As a consequence when a quasiparticle is trapped in the optimal gap fluctuation, a
qTLS with frequency ωqTLS ∼ ζ
∣∣∣E˜∣∣∣ can be formed.
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As a result of the numerical calculation, we find that the adimensional parameter given in Eq. S7 is η′ ≈ 28.
Two bound states in the well form the qTLS. We now estimate the density of qTLS, ρqTLS(E˜). For energies into
the low-energy tail, the density of states of the qTLS is given by the electron density of states:
ν(E˜) ≈ 1
ξ20∆0
exp
− η′
2
√
2g
ξ20∆
2
0√
kF ξ0
(
|E˜|
∆0
)5/4 . (S10)
The reason is that at such a low energies, the qTLS are well localized into the optimal gap fluctuations. However,
traps with value of energies E˜ → 0 are very shallow and a trapped quasiparticle can tunnel out of the well and,
depending on the time of experiment τexp, eventually find a partner and annhilate. If this happens, the qTLS formed
in such a shallow trap disappears. We therefore expect that the density of qTLS varies strongly depending on the
qTLS frequency. In particular, one would expect that at very high frequencies qTLS are exponentially rare, the
majority of qTLS are centered around some typical frequency, and at eneriges corresponding to very shallow traps
there are again no qTLS. This is in agreement with what has been observed in the experiment (see Fig. 3c in the
main manuscript). We can estimate how the density of qTLS decreases at very small values of E˜. To this aim, we
estimate the tunneling amplitude of the quasiparticle in the trap:
tamp = |E˜|ϕ(x¯, y¯), (S11)
and expect that two quasiparticles cannot annhilate if
τexptamp  1. (S12)
Since ϕ(x¯, y¯) ∼ exp
[
−
(
x
x0
+ yy0
)]
, the condition given in Eq. S12 is satisfied if
x
x0
+
y
y0
 ln
(
τexp|E˜|
)
. (S13)
This translate into the fact that each shallow trap is associated a surface S = x0y0[ln (∆0τexp)]
2
and only for trap
densities ν0(E˜) < S
−1, the shallow trap behaves effectively as a qTLS. It is a strightforward calculation to show that:
ν0(E˜) =
√
2kF ξ0
ξ20∆0[ln(τexp∆0)]
2
(
|E˜|
∆0
)3/4
. (S14)
As a result one expects that the densities of qTLS at high frequencies decrease as ρqTLS < ν0(E˜). Fig. 3b in the
main manuscript shows the theoretical expected density of qTLS.
We also note that the subgap states discussed here are different from Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states due to strong magnetic
impurities inside the superconductor. Here each impurity forms a bound state for a QP [52], which is related to Kondo
physics [24, 53–55]. Impurities with Kondo temperature T ∗K ∼ ∆ produce subgap states states in the middle of the
gap. Morever, for strong magnetic impurities, energy absorption is due to the tunneling between two subgap states
in two different traps. The only energy scale in this problem is ∆, in contrast to our experimental observations.
Finally we make a note on the qTLS electric dipole moment. As the size of the qTLS trap is on the scale ∼ ξ30 one
would expect a significant dipole moment, however, screening inside the superconductor reduces the effective dipole
moment significantly. Any bulk qTLS would have vanishing coupling; only qTLS located at the superconductor
surface are expected to couple to external fields. However, even in the most favourable situation when a qTLS trap is
located at and oriented parallel to the surface of the superconductor the relevant screening length for perpendicular
electric fields is on the atomic scale, ∼ 1 A˚. This sets the scale of the dipole moment for both microwave and electric
field induced by the electrostatic gate. The dipole moment we observe both through the coupling to the microwave
field and to the DC gate electrode is consistent with this length-scale.
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Device design and fabrication
The resonator design and fabrication is outlined in detail in [34], and the resonators used here are of exactly the
same design but of varying length (frequency). The resonator structure is patterned from a 140 nm Nbn film deposited
on a heated 2” Sapphire substrate using electron beam lithography. The film is etched in a Ar : Cl2 reactive ion
plasma which ensures sharp sidewalls and prevents lateral under-resist etching. Wire bonds for rf and dc connections
are facilitated by Au bonding pads which are deposited in the next step. The resonator (excluding the ground plane)
is thinned down to 50 nm in the same Ar : Cl2 reactive ion plasma in the final fabrication step. This yields a
sheet kinetic inductance of ∼ 4 pH/ and places the resonance frequency in the 3-8 GHz band. The sheet kinetic
inductance of the ground plane is lower than the resonator film ensuring that the typical frequencies of the ground
plane resonances are placed above 8 GHz. Following the final etching step which produces the final film surface
residual resist mask is removed in 1165 remover followed by an isopropanol and water rinse. The final step is a soft
O2 plasma clean. A second set of samples used to compare the TLS density ustilises a thinner film, 17 nm, with no
apparent effect on the qTLS density.
Properties of the superconducting film
Figure S1 shows the resistivity of the film versus temperature for a typical NbN film deposited in our sputtering
system. We find a sheet resistance of R ≈ 35Ω for a 50 nm thick film and the critical temperature is Tc = 14.2 K
and the transition is sharp with ∆Tc ≈ 0.1 K. The low sheet resistivity and the weak temperature dependence of the
resistivity above Tc indicates a relatively clean film.
FIG. S1. Resistance versus temperature measured on a 50 nm thick and 6 squares long wire of the NbN film.
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Measurement setup
Our typical measurement setup is depicted in Fig. S2. The current that is used to tune the resonator frequency
is generated by a voltage source (waveform generator) and converted to a bias current through a 5 kΩ resistor. The
current is fed to the sample through un-attenuated low-pass filtered coaxial lines and back to the 4 K stage of the
fridge where it is dissipated in an attenuator terminated with a 50 Ω load. At 10 mK all the measurement and
control lines are typically filtered through home-made eccosorb filters and commercial band- & low- pass filters as
appropriate. We note that in some experiments (in particular those in the bore of the magnet) for technical reasons
we did not use as elaborate filtering and sample shielding, however, this appears to have no significant impact on
the device perofrmance or the TLS observed. During magnetic field measurements the cryogenic isolators on the
microwave readout line were also thermalised on the 800 mK stage to avoid significant stray fields from the magnet,
at the expense of poorer readout constrast due to an increased amount of thermal photons.
FIG. S2. Schematic showing the main components of the experimental setup.
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Loss tangent
We next verify the background loss in our resonators, originating from a large ensemble of weakly coupled TLS
(the expected usual dielectric TLS material defects in addition to qTLS), by measuring the intrinsic dielectric loss
tangent. The intrinsic loss tangent F tan δi (at zero frequency detuning) of each resonator was determined on multiple
cooldowns by sweeping the temperature of the cryostat and measuring the resonance frequency versus temperature
using a VNA. The intrinsic loss tangent is given by
δf0(T )
f0
= F tan δi
[
Re
(
Ψ(
1
2
+
f0h
2piikBT
) + Ψ(
1
2
+
f0h
2piikBT0
)− ln T
T0
)]
. (S15)
Here δf0(T ) = f0−f(T ), Ψ is the di-gamma function, F is a geometric filling factor and T0 is a reference temperature.
The measured data and fits to Eq. (S15) are shown in Fig. S3a. For all resonators we find F tan δi = 0.7± 0.1 · 10−5,
with no clear frequency dependence or variation between cool-downs (verified in three cool-downs). The fitted loss
tangents are plotted in Fig. S3b together with the expected scaling for a constant DOS (µ = 0) and a DOS with
TLS interactions (µ = 0.2). The scatter of the data is within the expected weak dependence of the DOS on resonator
frequency.
FIG. S3. a) Temperature dependent frequency shift of four resonators measured simultaneously upon cooling down the sample.
Solid lines are fits to eq. (S15a) for one measurement cooldown. b) The fitted loss tangents across three cooldowns (different
colours) toghether with the expected scaling due to interacting TLS (solid red line, µ = 0.2) and the standard tunneling model
result (dashed blue line, µ = 0), see text for details. Error bars from fits are smaller than the symbols.
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1/f frequency noise
We also measure the frequency noise of the resonator to ensure that the tuning capability does not induce additional
frequency noise. We do this using our Pound frequency locked loop setup described in detail elsewhere [9, 56]. We
observe clear 1/f frequency noise for the KI tunable resonators of similar magnitude as observed for other resonators
of similar capacitor size [9, 46, 57]. We measure the frequency noise for a range of powers down to the single photon
regime and extract the magnitude of the TLS induced 1/f frequency noise, A0, by fitting the individual measurements
in power to [57]
Sy(f) =
A0
f
√
1 + 〈N〉/Nc
. (S16)
Again we find similar values for A0 as in previous studies. We then repeat this measurement as a function of resonator
frequency detuning and plot A0(δf0) in Fig. S4. Indeed, the magnitude of the noise remains unaffected once the
resonator is detuned from its base frequency, indicating that the kinetic inductance tuning does not affect the resonator
properties in any noticeable way. I.e. no additional kinetic indictance noise nor current noise in the biasing circuitry is
large enough to dominate over the intrinsic TLS-induced 1/f noise. The larger error bars found for certain detunings
are due to strongly coupled TLS causing switching events and the noise deviates from the 1/f -dependence of the
background TLS, and the extraction of the 1/f noise level becomes challenging.
FIG. S4. The magnitude A0 of the 1/f frequency noise obtained from the power dependence of the measured noise spectral
density. Error bars are the standard deviation of the calculated Allan Deviation (ADEV) evaluated across timescales spanning
two decades and propagated into the fit to eq. (S16). A small error means that the data is perfectly described by a 1/f power
law whereas a large error indicates a different noise process coming into play, e.g. a Lorentzian fluctuator. All data obtained
at 15 mK.
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qTLS density in the presence of an electrostatic field
We have also used a complementary technique to extract the qTLS density, by instead tuning the qTLS energies
by an electrostatic gate. A gate voltage Vg is applied to an electrode located in the sample enclosure, and separated
about z0 = 2.6 mm from the surface of the sample. The sample ground planes and resonator structures, PCB on
which it is mounted, and the sample enclosure form the counter electrode (ground), similar to the setup in [4]. The
electric field E ∼ Vg/z0 generated at the sample surface couple to the TLS through their dipole moment p0 = qd0 and
its projection angle θ along the direction of the electric field, such that the TLS energy can be effectively described
by ETLS =
√
20 + γ
2V 2g , where γ = p0 sin θ/z0, tracing out a hyperbola as a function of applied electric field. The
static electric field distribution is expected to be the same for all resonators. Fig. S5a shows a typical trace obtained
when sweeping the applied gate voltage, here with the background loss subtracted, revealing several qTLS coming
into resonance with the resonator. The data was obtained by keeping the resonator at zero frequency detuning, and
recording Qi as a function of Vg. Fig. S5b shows the number of qTLS found for different resonators when applying a
gate voltage. Again, here we see a clear trend with much lower densities of qTLS at low frequencies. Similarly to Fig.
3c in the main manuscript, we have here not taken into account the additional scaling expected from the physical
footprint of the resonators, which would require an assumption about the exact locations of the qTLS.
In Fig. S6 we also show an example of a spectral map from a 3.9 GHz resonator. It is clear that at this frequency
the number of TLS observed is much smaller, as compared to e.g. Fig. S10 below.
FIG. S5. a) Measured loss rate of individual qTLS brought into resonance with the resonator by an applied electric field (Vg).
Each trace corresponds to a different measurement power, in increments of 4 dB. Here f0 = 3.16GHz. The peaks are due to
individual TLS coming into resonance with the resonator. b) Number of strongly coupled TLS as a function of frequency. The
data points are obtained by counting the number of qTLS observed as a voltage is applied to a gate electrode located above the
sample, tuning the TLS energy by electric field. Multiple data points for each resonator corresponds to separate cool-downs
(different color). All data obtained at 15 mK and 〈N〉 < 100. Variations in numbers between cool-downs is most likely due
to the random distribution of qTLS and the limited range of fields explored. Error bars indicate miscounting the number of
qTLS by one, e.g. one is situated just ourside the measurement window.
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FIG. S6. Spectral & temporal fluctuations of the internal quality factor at 10 mK of a low frequency resonator. 〈n〉 ≈ 10. The
color scale shows the variation in Qi: δQi = (Qi−〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉, where the average is taken across the whole measured parameter
space. The detuning is evaluated as the average fitted centre frequency across all times.
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Saturation of individual qTLS
We next show the saturation properties which further evidences the TLS nature of the observed fluctuations. Fig.
S7 shows the extracted power dependence for saturating individually observed qTLS. For each qTLS we detect as
a function of applied gate voltage, we extract its power dependence. From the measured Qi(Vg, P ) we extract for
each power the loss rate induced by each qTLS: Q−1TLS = Q
−1
i (Vg) − Q−1i,max(Vg). We then fit the Q−1TLS(P ) data
to Q−1TLS(P ) = Q
−1
TLS,0P
αTLS and plot the loss rate versus the power saturation exponent αTLS in Fig. S7. The
correlation between αTLS and QTLS is expected from the fact that qTLS with large dipole moments strongly affect
the resonator and, at the same time also interact strongly with slow fluctuators. I.e. the more dissipative the TLS,
the smaller is αTLS.
Fig. S8 also shows the measured temperature dependence of the (low power, unsaturated) loss rate of a single qTLS
tuned into resonance using the electrostatic gate. The data fits well to Q−1TLS ∝ tanh (hf0/2kBT ) (we ignore the low
power saturation regime), which is the expected temperature dependence of a single two-level system.
FIG. S7. Loss rate of individual TLS observed through gate tuning, plotted against the power dependence of the TLS. Colors
correspond to different resonance frequencies: 6.22 GHz (yellow) through 3.16 GHz (black). Error bars are 95% confidence
bounds from the fit to Q−1TLS(P ) = Q
−1
TLS,0P
αTLS . All measurements done at 15 mK.
FIG. S8. Temperature dependence of a single qTLS. Each datapoint is obtained by tuning the qTLS through the resonance
using an applied gate voltage. The resulting peak in dissipation is then fitted to a Lorentzian with the error bars indicating
the 95% confidence bounds. 〈n〉 ≈ 10.
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Electron spin resonance spectrum
Here we show using our constant wave on-chip electron spin resonance (ESR) technique that the samples used here
hold the same density and types of surface spins previously analysed in detail [2]. This amount of surface spins is a
likely source of the order parameter fluctuations. The ESR spectrum is shown in fig S9, where we plot the magnetic
field induced loss 1/Qi(B)− 1/Qi(B = 0). While some features can be attributed to certain species [2], there is still
uncertanity in the broad background plateau starting at about 100 mT, and the nature of the central ’g=2’ peak
could, partially, be due to unpaired electrons on the device surface, some of which are likely to be located on the
surface of the superconductor. Further measurements will be required to elude any possible ESR signature associated
with the qTLS.
FIG. S9. Intrinsic device on-chip ESR spectrum taken at 10 mK for a 5.87 GHz resonator, showing several features due to
surface spins. The plotted quantity is the internal loss rate with the zero field loss rate subtracted.
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Thermal reconfiguration of qTLS
Here we show additional data from repeated measurements of thermal cycling of the sample, experiments that all
indicate a typical energy scale∼ 300 mK. Fig. S10a shows the spectral and temporal dependence of the internal Quality
factor of the same resonator that is shown in Fig. 2 in the main manuscript. The data in Fig. S10a was acquired in a
separate cool-down from room temperature, hence a very different TLS configuration. We first perform a measurement
at 10 mK, we then raise the temperature to 120 mK for several hours (while acquiring another measurement, data
not shown). Returning to 10 mK we record the second set of data. We then repeat this visiting 160, 240, and 320
mK. Again we only see a significant change in the TLS landscape after visiting the highest temperature, 320 mK. The
same measurement was repeated for a nother resonator on another sample, and is shown in S10b. Here, following the
gradual increase in temperatures visited we also consecutively visited the highest temperature multiple times, shown
in Fig. S11. This shows moderate stability between thermal cyclings on the timescale of ∼ 24 hours, after the initial
thermal reconfiguration. This would suggest that some qTLS traps where the quasiparticle initially escaped have not
been re-populated, but instead different traps are filled due to a non-vanishing flux of new quasiparticles, and these
may again be affected by repeated cycling to elevated temperatures. New quasiparticles available for trapping could
for instance be generated through high-energy cosmic events or by affecting quasiparticles trapped in different parts
of the device.
FIG. S10. Thermal reconfiguration of TLS. Spectral & temporal fluctuations of the internal quality factor at 10 mK after
consecutive visits to elevated temperatures for two different samples in two different cooldowns. The data in the upper panels is
from the same sample but a different cool-down as that in Fig. 2 in the main manuscript. All measurements taken at the same
input power to the resonator, corresponding to 〈n〉 ≈ 10. The color scale shows the variation in Qi: δQi = (Qi − 〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉,
where the average is taken across the whole measured parameter space. The detuning is evaluated as the average fitted centre
frequency across all times.
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FIG. S11. Thermal reconfiguration of TLS. Spectral & temporal fluctuations of the internal quality factor at 10 mK after
repeated visits to 310 mK. All measurements taken at the same input power to the resonator, corresponding to 〈n〉 ≈ 10. The
color scale shows the variation in Qi: δQi = (Qi−〈Qi〉)/〈Qi〉, where the average is taken across the whole measured parameter
space. The detuning is evaluated as the average fitted centre frequency across all times.
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Effect of tuning current on qTLS
Another aspect to consider is whether the applied tuning current has any impact on the observed qTLS. In Fig.
S12a we first verify the temporal stability of a few observed qTLS, similar to previous temporal plots shown. After
this experiment we immediately start another one (Fig. S12b) using the same parameters, except after each frequency
sweep of the resonator we detune the resonator to a larger and larger frequency (for about 10 seconds), the tuning
current approaching the critical current of the superconducting film. Naively one would expect the tuning current
to have a similar effect as suppressing the gap, modifying locally the quasiparticle traps. The frequency to which
the resonator was detuned is indicated in Fig. S12c. Notably, we do not observe any major effect on the observed
qTLS which could not be attributed to temporal instabilities in this experiment. This is, however, to be expected
since superconductivity is only suppressed in the current-carrying parts of the resonator, whereas the qTLS that can
be detected are situated in the regions of the resonator with large microwave electric fields, separated large distances
from the regions where the DC tuning current flows and the qTLS traps are already occupied. Thus, the shape of
the qTLS potentials that couple electrically is never altered, unless the critical current is exceeded and the resulting
Joule heating leads to thermal reconfiguration.
FIG. S12. Effect of a large tuning current on the qTLS. a) Spectral and temporal map of resonator quality factor fluctuations,
similar to previous plots presented. The same measurement is simply repeated over and over for 24 hours to verify the temporal
stability of observed qTLS. b) Just after the experiment in a) we continue the spectral mapping, but after each measured trace
the resonator is detuned for 10 seconds to a higher frequency, as indicated in c), up to near the critical current of the resonator.
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Surface TLS density
We now turn to the evaluation of the E-field numerical simulations of our device for the evaluation of the conventional
background TLS density using several different approaches.
First, following the method in [57] we evaluate the density from the measured loss tangent. Assuming a dipole
moment p0 = 0.8 eA˚ [5] and a dielectric constant εr = 10 of the TLS hosting medium assumed to be within a
surface layer of thickness 10 nm across the whole resonator modal area we find the total number of conventional
resonant TLS coupling to the resonator NTLS = χΓ2Vr/U0 ≈ 430, where Vr denotes the volume occupied by the
TLS, U0 = p
2
0/ε0εr = 10
−2 eVnm3, χ = F tan δi and Γ2 ≈ 20χ(kBT )1+µ/(hf0)µ ≈ 7 MHz at T = 50 mK, where we
have used the Filling factor F = 0.015 and µ = 0.2 [3]. This translates to ρTLS ≈ 60 GHz−1 µm−2, two orders of
magnitude larger than the number of observed individual strongly coupled qTLS. This is similar to what is typically
found for this type of resonator [9, 57].
To evaluate the TLS density and contribution to device loss the above and other approaches used so far are almost
exclusively reliant on the evaluation of either a participation ratio or filling factor of the dielectric volume of interest.
These approaches have two critical disadvantages when delaing with very thin (and often unknown) layers of TLS on
surfaces in the form of thin native oxide layers or surface adsorbants. First, an assumption about the layer thickness
has to be made, and chosing the correct thickness is not trivial, however, it can have a significant impact on the final
result. Furthermore, the dielectric constant of the volume where the TLS are situated is required, and in particular
for a monolayer of surface adsorbates this is not very well defined.
Here we instead derive a direct approach to obtaining the TLS density assuming all TLS of relevance reside on
a surface. The only quantity that needs to be determined is the electric field strength generated by the device, at
the surface of interest, and an assumption of the density of TLS (here assumed to be constant both in energy and
spatially). This approach is valid for a distribution of TLS out of the plane of the surface (i.e. thin layers of finite
thickness), as long as the electric field strength does not change significantly when the TLS is located outside the
evaluated surface.
In the low power limit we can write the total TLS-limited loss as the sum of loss originating from a larger number
of TLS.
1
QTLS,tot
=
∑
n
1
Qn
.
The absorption of a single TLS is given by its polarisation
im〈S+1 〉 =
1
2 tanh
ω
2kBT
ΩΓ2
(ω − ε)2 + Γ22 + Ω2Γ2/Γ1
,
where Ω = 12p ·E/h is the Rabi frequency due to the coupling of the TLS dipole to the resonator RF electric field.
In the low temperature, low drive regime we thus have
1
QTLS,tot
=
∑
n
1
2pn ·EnΓ2,n/h
∆2n + Γ
2
2,n
.
First, integrating over all possible detunings (assuming a uniform distribution in frequency of TLS) we get
1
QTLS,tot
=
pi
2h
ρ∆
∑
n
pn ·En,
where ρ∆ is the energy density of TLS (in number of TLS per Hz). We then assume the ensemble average p0 of dipole
moments
1
QTLS,tot
=
pip0
2h
ρ∆
∑
n
|En|| sin θn|,
where θn is the angle between each TLS dipole and the local electric field. As the RF electric field is perpendicular
to the metal surface, the averaging of θ goes over all possible angles of the TLS orientation only (an approximation
that holds for the metal surface but not the substrate-air). The local electric field can be expressed as E = E(x, y).
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FIG. S13. Microwave electric field strength in the resonator. a) Single photon electric field strengths obtained through a
COMSOL simulation for a segment of the resonator, assumed to be at the voltage antinode of the resonator. Top: 3D model of
the simulated volume. Bottom left: vertical cross-section showing Electric field strengths. Bottom right: Cross section in the
substrate surface plane. b) integrated probability distributions for elenctric field strengths and corresponding resonator-TLS
coupling strengths (assuming dipole moment p0 = 0.8 eA˚) for the different device interfaces; Metal-Substrate (MS), Metal-
Air (MA) and Substrate-Air (SA). c) Cross-sectional evaluation of the electric field strength near a metal edge showing that
significant coupling strengths (> 50 kHz & f0/Q) can be obtained across the whole metal surface of the device.
We can then convert the sum to an integral over the surface of the superconductor by assuming a uniform surface
density (combined with the energy density) ρ∆,A of TLS
1
QTLS,tot
=
pip0
2h
ρ∆,A
ˆ
A
ˆ 2pi
0
E(x, y)| sin θ|dxdydθ.
We can decompose the electric field into a component running along the resonator and one component along the
perimeter of the metal. Along the length L of the resonator the field is decaying sinusodially (λ/2 or 3λ/2 resonator),
such that the integrand in y becomes L/2.
1
QTLS,tot
=
pip0
2
√
2h
ρ∆,A
L
2
ˆ
E(x)dx.
The remaining integral is carried out in COMSOL by evaluating the electric field around the surface of the supercon-
ductor. Details of such simulation for our device is presented in Fig. S13. For a single photon maximum RF field
amplitude of Vph =
√
4pihf20Z = 3.5 µV the integral takes in our case the value
´
E(x)dx = 2 · 10−5 V around the
perimeter of the superconductor (cross-section), including both the M-A and S-M interfaces. Assuming p0 = 0.8 eA˚,
we get for f0 = 4.9 GHz
1
QTLS,tot
= 0.003ρ∆,A.
For the measured single photon QTLS,tot = 10
5 we get ρ∆ ≈ 3.4 · 106 GHz−1 integrated over the area of the resonator,
or ∼ 330 resonant TLS (within the bandwidth of the resonator). Dividing out the area of the surface of the super-
conductor in our resonator we find ρ∆,A ≈ 50 GHz−1 µm−2. These resonant TLS are weakly coupled and each TLS
do not contribute significantly to the total loss, for instance these could be the vast majority of TLS with a dipole
moment mostly perpendicular to the electric field oriantation.
In the high power limit we instead get
1
QTLS,tot
=
pi
2
ρ∆
∑
n
Ωn√
1 + Ω2n/Γ1,nΓ2,n
,
where we can identify a ’critical’ field strength for saturation of the TLS En,crit = h
√
Γ1,nΓ2,n/pn.
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qTLS magnetic field measurements
Finally, we here outline the details of the qTLS measurement in mangetic field shown in Fig. 4 of the main
manuscript. To measure a coherent qTLS in magnetic field we placed the sample in the bore of a 9/1/1 T vector
magnet inside the dilution refrigerator. The resonators themselves are highly magnetic field resilient, retaining quality
factors in excess of 105 above B = 1 T. To ensure optimal alignment of the magnetic field with the superconducting
plane we applied a small field (5 mT), by rotating the field by a small amount (few degrees) and tracking the resonance
frequency as a function of field angle we find the optimal orientation from the maximum in the resonance frequency.
The experiments presented in the main manuscript were carried out at zero current detuning, and we instead tune
the TLS into resonance with the resonator using the electrostatic gate in the sample enclosure. The reason for this
was purely technical, for larger tuning currents the resonator becomes more sensitive to current noise, and most likely
due to mechanical resonances and eddy currents in the coaxial cables excited by the pulse tubes of the cryostat, we
saw an increased instability of the resonator frequency at larger magnetic fields. By staying at zero current detuning
we minimise this noise.
